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Abstract
The realization of a high-performance Li-ion full-cell with an anode prominently based on silicon,
which can surpass the energy densities of commercial graphite-based Li-ion batteries and
cyclability compatible for industrial applications, is still a challenge. Here, we report a Li-ion
full-cell that combines a silicon/graphene/carbon (Si/G/C) nanocomposite anodic material, with a
commercial LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC111) cathode. Using a pre-lithiation technique, the
proposed Li-ion full-cell exhibits an energy density of∼400 Wh kg−1 at the electrode material
level, with a capacity >1.6 mAh cm−2 and a capacity retention exceeding 90% after 300 cycles at
C/2. These performances have been achieved by properly designing the anode material composed
by Si nanoparticles wrapped by few-layer graphene flakes. An additional carbon coating is used to
further improve the electron conductivity and mechanical integrity of the anodic structure upon
charge/discharge cycles. The remarkable performance of the full-cell considering the scalability of
the Si-based anode synthesis is a step forward towards the commercialization of high-capacity and
high-energy density Li-ion batteries.

1. Introduction

Since the first commercial Li-ion batteries [1], strong
efforts have beenmade to improve their specific capa-
cities and specific energy densities, which led today to
commercial Li-ion battery devices with a high energy
density up to 250 Wh kg−1 [2]. Most of the commer-
cial Li-ion batteries use graphite as the negative elec-
trode and lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) as the pos-
itive one [1, 2]. Such active materials yield a limited
theoretical capacity, which is becoming the limiting
factor toward the development of higher capacity/en-
ergy density Li-ion batteries compared to the com-
mercial standard [1–3].

To further improve the energy density of Li-ion
batteries, silicon has long been considered as an ideal
replacement for the graphite anode due to its high
theoretical capacity of 4200 mAh g−1, corresponding

to the alloying reaction of Li and Si according to
equation (1), which is far beyond the theoretical spe-
cific capacity of graphite (372 mAh g−1) [4, 5]

Si+ 4.4Li+ + 4.4e− → Li4.4Si. (1)

However, upon alloying/de-alloying of Si with Li
during charge/discharge cycles, Si undergoes a large
volume change, which generates mechanical strain
leading to the pulverization of the electrode, loss
of electrical contact and consequently, poor electro-
chemical stability [5–7]. Several strategies have been
investigated to overcome the aforementioned chal-
lenges [8]. In particular, it has been proposed the
down-sizing of the bulk Si to nanosize structures to
minimize the mechanical strains and cracking [9, 10]
and tuning the properties of the slurry [11] and the
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encapsulation of Si nanostructures in conductive car-
bon materials [12, 13]. The latter can simultaneously
increase the electrical conductivity of the electrode
and buffer themechanical strains [12, 13]. In this con-
text, several works were reported on the synthesis of
Si/carbon composites including Si/graphite [14, 15],
Si/reduced graphene oxide [16, 17], Si/3D graphene
such as graphene aerogel [18] or graphene foam [19],
Si/carbon nanotubes [20], Si/C core shell structures
[21] and bio-inspired Si/carbon nanofibers [12, 22].
While great improvements have been reported over
the years, most of the production methods reported
so far for themost successful anodes are based on lab-
scale approaches [23]. This implies the use of high
raw material/manufacturing costs, which cannot be
used for large-scale production, representing one of
the main limitation for the industrial application of
Si-based electrodes [8].

Among the different types of carbonaceous
materials used, graphene-based materials is con-
sidered as an ideal additive for Li-ion battery
electrodes [24–28] owing to its excellent electrical
conductivity of ∼2000 S cm−1 [24] and mechanical
stability (Young’s modulus of E = 1.0 ± 0.1 TPa and
intrinsic strength of 42 N m−1) [27]. Additionally,
the remarkable thermal conductivity of graphene
(2000–4000Wm−1 K−1) [29, 30] could be beneficial
for heat dissipation in case of high-current loading
(i.e. high C rates). In order to use graphene in real
applications, however, it is essential to develop low-
cost large-scale production routes to produce highly
performing silicon-graphene composites [31]. To
this end, we demonstrated the application of wet-jet
milling (WJM) process to exfoliate layered materials
such as graphite with a high potential for industrial
production [32]. More recently, we also used the
WJM technique to synthesize Si/few-layer graphene
(FLG) composite that offers excellent performances
as electrodes in Li-ion batteries [33, 34].

In addition to the aforementioned efforts on
engineering the nanostructure of the electrode, the
effect of the binder on the electrochemical perform-
ance and lifetime of the Si-based anodes has been
reported [35]. Different types of water-based bind-
ers such as polyacrylic acid (PAA) [36, 37], carboxy-
methyl cellulose (CMC) [38], guargum [39] and
alginate [40] have been reported. These polymeric
binders contain abundant carboxylate and hydroxyl
functional groups, which interact with Si particles
through hydrogen bonding and/or covalent bonds
and can effectively help tomaintaining the integrity of
the electrode by preventing the pulverization of the Si
particles and consequently inhibit the capacity fading
of the battery [41, 42].

Another serious issue originating from the huge
volume changes of Si during alloying/de-alloying
with Li, is the highly-unstable solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) [43, 44]. As the Si particle undergoes
expansion and contraction, the SEI layer easily cracks

and breaks off, exposing the underlying Si to the elec-
trolyte [43, 44]. So continuous formation/cracking of
SEI is accompanied by loss of active Li and electro-
lyte, which eventually leads to capacity degradation
[5]. One effective attempt to solve this issue is the
introduction of electrolyte additives such as fluoro-
ethylene carbonate (FEC) [45] and vinylene carbon-
ate (VC) [46]. It has been reported that an optimized
amount of these additives can modify the SEI to a
thinner, less dense, or more flexible layer due to the
increase of polymeric components, versus inorganic
compounds, which can better withstand the mech-
anical strains of the Si-based anode, while provid-
ing a high Li ion diffusion path, increase the Cou-
lombic efficiency and enhance the capacity retention
[47–50].

While it is crucially important to test and optim-
ize the performance of a Si-based anode in a half cell
structure as described above, it is necessary to evalu-
ate and optimize the performance of the anode when
it is paired with a suitable cathode in a full-cell config-
uration. The proper assembly of such high-capacity
anode materials in a balanced battery exploiting con-
ventional cathodes remains a challenge. A correct
anode to cathode balance (in terms of specific capa-
city and weight) is a key requirement [51] to assure
proper battery performances in terms of cycle life and
capacity stability. In fact, as discussed so far, most of
the works in literature have only focused on invest-
igating the electrochemical performance of Si-based
anode in a half-cell pairing with a Li metal counter
electrode that provides an unlimited source of Li
[52, 53]. So even if the material shows a very good
electrochemical behaviour in the half cell (e.g. 90%
capacity retention after 5000 cycles at 6 A g−1 [54],
>95% capacity retention after 2800 cycles at 1.4 A g−1

[55], or 80% capacity retention after 1000 cycles at
1A g−1 [56]) it could not be necessarily operatingwell
when it is matched with a Li metal oxide as the cath-
ode in a real cell configuration. In addition to themis-
matching of the capacities of anode and cathode, con-
tinuous growth of SEI, trapping Li ions in the matrix
and SEI, and dissolution of the electrodematerials are
some of the issues in a full cell that might result in a
low Coulombic efficiency and fast capacity decay of
the battery [5, 57]. These issues explain the limited
number of reports on silicon-based full cells. Some
of the recent works on developing a full cell based on
a Si-based anode and different types of cathode are
summarized in table 1.Most of these full cell perform-
ances, show a limited cyclic stability (<100 cycles) and
low capacity retention, which is not validated for the
real-world applications [4, 34, 58–64].

Motivated by the above considerations, here in
this work, we report a full-cell Li-ion battery, in
which a Si-based anode matches with a commercial
NMC111 cathode. We show that after proper optim-
ization, the full cell can deliver an areal capacity
>1.6 mAh cm−2 with a capacity retention >90% after
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300 cycles when cycled at C/2. In order to develop
the Si/G/C nanocomposite, a scalable WJM process
was used [32], followed by a glucose-assisted modi-
fication step to create a thin layer of carbon coating
on the surface of Si nanoparticles (NPs). The elec-
trode was first evaluated in the half-cell showing an
excellent cyclic stability and rate capability owing to
the homogenous distribution of Si NPs in the con-
ductive graphene network and the ability of the elec-
trode to maintain its structure upon cycling and then
used in the full-cell following pre-lithiation to com-
pensate for the Li ions trapped in the structure dur-
ing the first lithiation cycle. The comparison between
Si/G and Si/G/C full cells clearly shows the positive
role of the glucose-derived carbon coating onboth the
electrochemical stability and mechanical integrity of
the electrode by preventing the detachment of Si NPs
from the graphene matrix and the direct contact of
the electrolyte with Si NPs, thus further stabilizing the
SEI [65].

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials
Silicon NPs (<100 nm diameter) and graphite flakes
(+100 mesh) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and D-(+)-Glucose, anhydrous, 99% was purchased
from Alfa Aesar.

2.2. Preparation of Si/graphene (Si/G)
nanocomposite byWJM
Si/G powderwas prepared byWJMprocess developed
in our group [32] according to the following pro-
cess. In a typical process, 5 g of graphite powder and
5 g of spherical Si NPs (Si NPs) were dispersed in
1 l ofN-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (>97%, Sigma
Aldrich) by mechanical stirring. The dispersion was
pushed through a set of perforated interconnected
disks (processors) by a hydraulic mechanism and a
piston applying a pressure of 180–250 MPa [32]. Two
jet streams were generated at the second disk contain-
ing two holes with diameters of 1 mm [32]. Next, the
jet streams went between the second and the third
disk, which consists of a nozzle with a diameter of
0.3 mm [32]. Exfoliation of graphite was promoted
by the shear force generated while the solvent passes
the nozzle [32]. Then the sample was divided into two
streams which was recombined in the last disk before
leaving the processor and a chiller was used to cool
down the sample [32]. TheWJMprocesswas repeated
by passing the sample through the 0.20, 0.15 and then
0.10mmnozzles. The full characterization of the FLG
flakes is reported in our previous work [32]. Finally,
the sample was collected and the NMP was evapor-
ated and exchanged to ethanol using a rotary evapor-
ator [66]. The obtained powder, labelled as Si/G, was
then dried in the vacuum oven at 60 ◦C to completely
remove the solvent overnight.

2.3. Preparation of Si/G/C nanocomposite
The as-prepared powder in the previous step was
mixed with glucose powder in the weight ratio of 1–1
(Si/G to glucose) using a mortar and pestle and heat-
treated at 750 ◦C 30 min in a tube furnace to carbon-
ize the glucose under Ar atmosphere plus 5 sccm H2.
The sample was first heated to 700 ◦C with a heating
rate of 15 Cmin−1 and then 10Cmin−1 to 750 ◦C for
30 min. The obtained powder was labelled as Si/G/C.
Figure 1 shows the schematic illustration of the syn-
thesizing route.

2.4. Materials characterization
The morphology of Si/G and Si/G/C samples was
studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) by
a JEOL JSM-6490LA instrument, unless otherwise
specified. Bright-field transmission electron micro-
scopy (BF-TEM) images were acquired on a JEOL
JEM-1400Plus microscope (LaB6 source), operated at
120 kV. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and energy-
filtered TEM (EFTEM) images were acquired on an
image-Cs-corrected JEOL JEM-2200FS microscope,
equipped with an in-column energy filter (Ω-type).
The EFTEMelementalmaps presented here, obtained
by the three-window method, were acquired at the
K ionization edge of carbon (16 eV slit width) and
oxygen (30 eV slit width) and at the L23 ionization
edge of silicon (10 eV slit width). For TEM ana-
lyses, the samples (powders and fragments of elec-
trodes) were suspended in toluene and sonicated, and
a small volume of suspension was drop-cast onto
holey-carbon-coated Cu grids. Powder x-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) (PANalytical Empyrean x-ray diffracto-
meter equipped with a 1.8 kW Cu Kα ceramic x-ray
tube) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
(Kratos Axis UltraDLD spectrometer, using a mono-
chromatic AlKα source operated at 15 kV and 20mA)
were employed to investigate the crystal structure
and surface chemistry of the materials, respectively.
Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted
(TGAQ500-TA Instrument) in air over a temperature
range of room temperature to 900 ◦C at a heating rate
of 5 ◦C min−1. Raman measurements were carried
out using a Renishaw inVia spectrometer using a 50×
objective (numerical aperture 0.75), and a laser with
an excitation wavelength of 514.5 nm with an incid-
ent power of B5 mW. The Si/G and Si/G/C powder
were dispersed in NMP and drop casted onto a Si
wafer (LDB Technologies Ltd) covered with 300 nm
thermally grown SiO2.

2.5. Electrochemical measurements
The electrochemical performance of the pristine Si,
Si/G and Si/G/C samples was evaluated using CR2032
coin cells. The electrodes were prepared bymixing the
Si/G or Si/G/C powders with conductive carbon black
(super P) and binder (PAA/CMC (1/1)) dissolved in
deionised water in the weight ratio of 80:10:10. The
slurry was then coated onto the copper foil, dried
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesizing process; (i) dispersing graphite and silicon nanoparticles in NMP,
(ii) dispersion of silicon wrapped with FLG in NMP after wet-jet milling, (iii) silicon/graphene powder after solvent evaporation
in a rotary evaporator, (iv) mixing with glucose and annealing to obtain silicon/graphene/carbon powder.

under vacuum at 150 ◦C overnight. Disks of 10 mm
in diameter with a film density of∼1.09 g cm−3 were
cut and used as working electrodes in coin cells. The
cells were assembled in an Ar-filled glovebox with a Li
foil as the counter electrode. The electrolyte consisted
of LP30 (solvionic) (1 M LiPF6 in dimethyl carbon-
ate (DMC):ethylene carbonate (EC) = 1:1 v/v) and
5 wt.% of FEC as additives embedded in a Whatman
borosilicate separator. The coin cells were tested on
a Biologic battery tester at different current densities
between 0.1 and 1 V. The cyclic voltammetry (CV)
test was also performedwith a scan rate of 0.2mV s−1.
The mass loading of Si was taken into account to cal-
culate the capacities. Here we mainly focus on the
role of the additional carbon coating (comparison
between Si/G and Si/G/C) and the full cell behaviour.
Additional characterization of the Si/G composite as
anode in Li-ion half cells has been reported in our pre-
vious work [67].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Materials characterization
The XRD patterns of the pristine Si, Si/G and Si/G/C
samples are shown in figure 2(a). Sharp charac-
teristic peaks of Si are clearly observed in the 2θ

range of 20–90◦ located at 28.27, 47.27, 56.08, 69.08,
76.32 and 87.96 corresponding to the (111), (220),
(311), (400), (331) and (422) reflections well-fitted
with the cubic (Fd-3m) Si [68, 69]. The other peaks
show the characteristics of graphite with the main
peak located at 26.5◦ corresponding to (002) reflec-
tion [34, 70]. Figures 2(b) and S1 (available online
at stacks.iop.org/2DM/8/035014/mmedia) show the
SEM images of the Si/G/C and Si/G nanocomposites,
respectively. In the lower magnification (figures 2(b)
and S1(a)), FLGs are seen to create an interconnec-
ted conductive and porous network, which can facil-
itate the ion diffusion and electron transfer within the
sample [33, 34]. The inset of figure 2(b) shows the
higher magnification of the rectangular area marked
in figure 2(b) showing the uniform dispersion of Si
NPs in between FLG flakes as in figure S1(b). Ele-
mental maps energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) and analysis of the Si/G/C sample is presented
in figure S2 confirming the uniform dispersion of C
and Si elements in the sample. The oxygen peak is also
detected in the chemical analysis due to the surface
oxidation of the Si NPs.

TEM analyses of the Si/G and Si/G/C sample
are presented in figure 3. Spherical Si NPs are seen
in figure 3(a) dispersed within a graphene flake in
Si/G sample. Figures 3(b) and (c) (the rectangular
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Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns of Si, Si/G and Si/G/C; (b) low magnification and (inset of b) high magnification SEM image of Si/G/C
nanocomposite.

area in figure 3(b)) show the nanostructure of the
sample after mixing with glucose and carbonization
heat treatment (Si/G/C). It can be observed that the Si
NPs are still nicely dispersed within the FLG matrix.
Besides, a thin carbon coating layer with the thickness
of <10 nm is observed covering the Si NPs. This sur-
face coating that can cover the whole structure (both
on FLG flakes and Si NPs) comes from the decompos-
ition of glucose at high temperatures (200 ◦C–500 ◦C)
under Ar [71–73], and it has an important effect on
the electrochemical performance, since it can prevent
the detachment of the SiNPs fromFLG flakes [74, 75].
HRTEM analysis of Si nanoparticle (figure 3(d)) con-
firms its crystalline nature [76, 77]. Elemental map-
ping of an individual Si NP by EFTEM for Si, C and
O are presented in figures 3(f)–(h). Existence of O
reveals the surface oxidation of Si NPs, which is very
common [34, 78, 79], and the existence of C again
confirms the formation of thin amorphous carbon
layer on the surface ofNPs. AdditionalHRTEM image
of an individual Si NP in Si/G/C sample has been
provided in figure S3 along with its fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) analysis further confirming the crystalline
nature of the SiNPs that are in contact with FLG flakes
(figure S3(c)).

In order to quantify the Si to C ratio in the
samples, TGA was performed in air for Si, Si/G and
Si/G/C materials, and the resulting curves are plotted
in figures 4(a) and S4. For Si/G and Si/G/C samples,
the weight loss below 220 ◦C is due to the loss of
moisture, which is followed by a sharp weight loss at
∼690 ◦C due to the burning of graphene. There is
a second weight loss at ∼490 ◦C for Si/G/C sample
corresponding to the burning of carbonized glucose,
which is consistent with the existence of the carbon
coating [80, 81]. Since Si is oxidized in air at higher
temperatures, TGA was also carried out on pristine Si
powder to accurately quantify the increase of mass.
Considering the above explanations, the mass of Si
is calculated as ∼50 wt% and ∼32 wt% in Si/G and
Si/G/C samples, respectively.

The general and deconvoluted XPS spectra of
Si 2p and C 1s elements for Si/G/C are shown in
figures 4(b)–(d). The Si 2p spectrum (figure 4(c))
exhibited four peaks centred at 98.8, 99.5, 100.1 and
103.25 eV, corresponding to Si 2p3/2, Si 2p1/2, SiOx−y

and SiOx, respectively [82–85], confirming the pres-
ence of an oxide layer. TheC 1s spectrum (figure 4(d))
shows four peaks, including sp2 and sp3 carbon bonds
at 284.2 and 284.7 eV, C–O at 285.3 eV and O–C=O
at 289.4 eV [86–88]. The latter two peaks originate
from the carbon bonds in the functional groups of the
amorphous carbon coming from the decomposition
of glucose [86].

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to invest-
igate the graphitization degree and the defect dens-
ity [89] of C-based (nano)materials [90] and hybrid
(nano)structures [91]. The Raman spectra of Si/G
and Si/G/C are compared in figure S5 showing an
intense peak of crystalline Si at ∼518 cm−1 assigned
to the optical phonons and a less-intense peak at
∼956 cm−1 attributed to the overtones of optical
phonons [92, 93]. In a typical Raman spectrum of
amorphous carbon/graphite/graphene, the G and D
peak are, respectively positioned at ∼1585 cm−1 and
1350 cm−1 [90]. The G peak corresponds to the E2g
phonon at the Brillouin zone center [90], while the D
peak is due to the breathingmodes of the sp2 rings and
requires a defect for its activation by double resonance
[90]. The 2D peak at∼2680 cm−1 is the second order
of the D peak but defects are not required for their
activation [90]. The width and intensity of D and G
peak (Si/G/C:ID/IG = 0.78, Si/G:ID/IG = 0.2) indic-
ates the presence of amorphous carbon in Si/G/C
sample [94, 95], confirming the TEM data discussed
previously.

3.2. Electrochemical characterization
The electrochemical performance of the Si/G/C
nanocomposite is presented in figure 5. The CV
curves of the Si/G/C electrode obtained in the first
five cycles are plotted in figure 5(a). Upon the first
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Figure 3. (a)–(c) BF-TEM images of (a) Si/G and (b), (c) Si/G/C. (d) HRTEM image of an individual Si NP in the sample Si/G/C,
with (inset) its fast Fourier transform showing the {111} planes of cubic Si (ICSD 51 688). (e) Elastically-filtered (zero-loss) TEM
image of an individual NP in samples Si/G/C and (f)–(h) corresponding EFTEM elemental maps for (f) Si, (g) C and (h) O.

discharge (lithiation) process, starting from the open
circuit potential (typically between 2.5–3 V) to 0.01 V
the following reactions take place; (a) electrolyte
decomposes in two steps, first FEC at ∼1.15 V and
then EC and DMC at lower potential (∼0.8 V) form-
ing a SEI on the surface of the electrode [23, 96, 97].
These reactions can be correlated with the sloping
plateau of the 1st discharge curve in figure 5(b),
which disappear in the following cycles; (b) reduc-
tion of native oxide layer (SiOx) of crystalline Si NPs
at ∼0.43 V [98], and (c) the reaction of Li with crys-
talline Si through an alloying process at potentials
<0.28 V [98, 99]. Based on the equilibrium phase
diagram, Si should react with Li in different steps,
which intermediate Li–Si phases form at distinct

potentials. However, this only happens at high tem-
perature [100]. At room temperature, the reaction
(equation (1)) will appear in the charge/discharge
profiles with a flat plateau, as can be seen in the 1st
discharge curve in figure 5(b) [100, 101]. In the fol-
lowing discharge cycles, the reaction of Li with Si
shifts to higher potential (∼0.2 V). Upon charging,
delithiation (de-alloying) of the Si occurs at 0.3 and
0.5 V [98, 99, 102]. This is accompanied with the
transformation from crystalline to amorphous state
of Si, which happens in two steps. It should be noted
that the peaks at lower potentials (below 0.1V) during
the 1st charge and discharge process, are correlated
to the intercalation of Li ions in between FLG flakes.
After the formation cycle, the potential window is

6
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Figure 4. (a) TGA of Si and Si/G/C samples, (b)–(d) general and deconvoluted XPS spectra of Si/G/C sample.

limited to 0.1–1 V to eliminate the contribution of
FLG and so these peaks disappear afterwards. The
overlap of the CV curves from 2nd to 5th cycle, indic-
ates the stability in the electrochemical behaviour of
the Si/G/C electrode in terms of capacity and the reac-
tions reversibility [89, 103].

The cyclic performance of the Si/G/C electrode is
presented in figure 5(c). This can be compared with
the cyclic performance of Si/G electrode in figure S6,
showing much more stability of the Si/G/C over Si/G
electrode with a capacity retention of ∼91% and
68.5% at 100th cycle, respectively, and the important
role of the carbon coating for the electrochemical sta-
bility. The thin layer of carbon coating improves the
contact of the Si NPs to the FLG flakes and can pre-
vent the detachment of NPs from the FLG flakes upon
charge/discharge cycles [75, 104]. The Coulombic
efficiency of the first cycle is as high as 80.3% and it
is fully recovered to >98% at the 5th cycle and after-
ward. The specific capacity of the electrode reaches
∼1770 mAh g−1 after 200 cycles at 200 mA g−1

(0.05 C) with a capacity retention of ∼80% and a
capacity fading rate of 0.09% per cycle. The capa-
city retention of the Si/G/C electrode is significantly
higher than the one of both pristine Si (∼14.5% after

100 cycles) and Si/G electrode (68.5%after 100 cycles)
(figure S6(a) and (b)).

The electrochemical performance of the Si/G/C
electrode has been tested at higher current densities
(i.e. >0.2 A g−1) and the result is shown in figure 5(d).
The nanocomposite shows a gradual capacity loss
with the increase of the current density. However, it
can still deliver a high capacity of >875 mAh g−1 at
a high current density of 6 A g−1. By decreasing the
capacity to the first step (200mAh g−1), electrode can
recover all of its capacity and shows almost the same
value of the initial stage. The rate capability of the Si/G
electrodes are also tested and shown in figure S6(c).
In all of the current densities, the specific capacity of
Si/G electrode is lower than Si/G/C electrode. These
results again show the excellent stability (>80% capa-
city retention after 200 cycles) of the Si/G/C nano-
composite and the key role of graphene and carbon
layer to provide efficient electron and ion pathways
during charge/discharge cycles.

Post-mortem analysis was carried out to further
investigate the structural changes of the Si/G/C elec-
trodes over cycling. Top and cross-section view of
the as-prepared Si/G/C electrode and the electrodes
after 100 cycles are shown in figures 6(a)–(d). The
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Figure 5. (a) CV curves; (b) charge/discharge profiles; (c) cyclic performance and (d) rate performance of Si/G/C electrodes.

as-prepared electrode exhibits a fine dispersion of
Si, graphene, super P and the binder. Of particular
interest is the porous layered structure of the elec-
trode, see cross-section view of figure 6(b), which
increases the electrode-electrolyte interactions for
electrochemical reactions and facilitates the ion and
charge transfer processes. Investigating the structure
of the electrode after 100 charge/discharge cycles,
figures 6(c)–(i) show that side-products have been
formed on the surface of the electrode. However,
the porous structure of the electrode is maintained
and the FLG flakes can still be recognized. The
HRTEM images in figure 6(f) confirms that the
Si has completely transformed into an amorphous
state after cycling, while from the elemental maps
(figures 6(g)–(i)) O and C are present on the surface
of the Si clusters.

In order to show the real application of our
Si/G/C nanocomposite in full cell configuration, we
coupled it with NMC111 as cathode (see the scheme in
figure 7(a)). The mass ratio of the cathode and anode
was balanced according to their performances in half
cell configuration. The so-called negative to posit-
ive (N/P) electrode capacity ratio was maintained
at 1.1–1.2 using the appropriate mass loadings of
anode and cathode. Figure S7 shows the half-cell per-
formance of the balanced NMC111 and Si/G/C elec-
trodes. Figure 7(b) shows the areal capacity of the full

cell versus the cycle number. The battery was cycled
under C/20 in the first charge/discharge cycle and
then the current increased to C/2 in the following
cycles. The full cell exhibits an areal capacity of 2.24
and 1.57 mAh cm−2 in the first charge and discharge
cycle, respectively, resulting in an initial Coulombic
efficiency of∼70%. The Coulombic efficiency rises to
94.5% and then 98% in the following cycles. For com-
parison, the full cell of Si/G electrode versus NMC111

was tested under the same condition. The better cyclic
stability of the Si/G/C-NMC111 battery, compared to
Si/G-NMC111 one, can be attributed to the existence
of the carbon layer, which can retain the nanostruc-
ture of the electrode over charge/discharge cycles.

It should be noted that an excellent cyclic stabil-
ity (i.e. a capacity retention of >80%) and a high
first cycle Coulombic efficiency are two key figures
of merit for an ideal full cell. The reason for the rel-
ative low initial Coulombic efficiency of the full cell
reported above compared to the commercial Li ion
batteries using graphite as anode (>85%) [105], is
originating from the trapping of Li ions in the mat-
rix and SEI layer during the first lithiation [105, 106].
An efficient strategy to improve the initial Coulombic
efficiency is to pre-lithiate the anode by inserting
excess Li in the structure [107, 108]. Besides improv-
ing the initial Coulombic efficiency, it has been also
shown that a pre-lithiated Si-based anode has a higher
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Figure 6. SEM images of top view (a) and cross-section view (b) of fresh Si/G/C electrode; (c), (d) SEM images of top view (c) and
cross-section view (d) of Si/G/C electrode after 100 cycles. (e) Elastically filtered (zero-loss) TEM image of a region partly
suspended on a hole in the carbon support film; (f) HRTEM image of a region in (e), showing the amorphous structure of Si and
corresponding EFTEM elemental map for (g) Si, (h) C and (i) O for Si/G/C electrode after 100 cycles (g)–(i).

Figure 7. (a) Schematic of the full cell configuration, (b) cyclic performance of full cells with Si/G, Si/G/C and pre-lithiated
Si/G/C as anodes vs NMC111, (c) comparing 1st charge/discharge profiles of Si/G/C and pre-lithiated Si/G/C electrode.

Li ion diffusion coefficient [107], which boosts the
reaction kinetics [107, 109] and reduce the mech-
anical strains generated during alloying/de-alloying
process [107]. Consequently, the pre-lithiation pre-
vents the deterioration of the structure and improves

the stability of the cell over cycling [107, 108]. Dif-
ferent techniques have been reported to pre-lithiate
the Si electrode including the electrochemical way,
using stabilized Li metal powder (SLMP) [61] or a
self-discharge mechanism [110]. Here in this work,
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Figure 8. (a) Long cycle performance of pre-lithiated Si/G/C-NMC full cell, (b) photograph of the full cell lighting up a light
emitting diode (LED).

Table 1. Comparison of the electrochemical performance of different Si-based Li-ion full-cells.

Anode Cathode Electrolyte Current density
Capacity
retention (%) Ref

Graphene/Si
multilayer

NMC111 1 M LiPF6 C/4 70.4% after 15 cycles [52]

Si/Gr/CNM NCA 1 M LiPF6 C/2 75% after 100 cycles [112]
Si/Graphite/
Graphene

LFP 1 M LiPF6 C/2 60% after 50 cycles [59]

Si-kerf NMC442 1 M LiPF6 + 15 V% FEC C/2 42% after 100 cycles [113]
Micro Si/r-
GO/CNT

NMC111 1 M LiPF6 + 1 wt% VC C/10 then
C/3

65.5% after 50 cycles [60]

Si/Graphite NMC111 1 M LiPF6 + 10% FEC — 63% after 50 cycles [4]
Si/CNT NCA 1.2 M LiPF6 C/10 then

C/5
92% after 50 cycles [58]

SiO NMC111 1 M LiPF6 + 30 wt% FEC — 76.6% after 140 cycle [114]
SiOx NCA 1 M LiPF6 + 5 wt% FEC C/20 then

1 C
75.8% after 100 cycles [105]

Si-PEG-G LCO 1 M LiPF6 + 5 wt% FEC C/10 then
1 C

89% after 80 cycles [61]

Si-graphene NCA 1 M LiPF6 C/15 then
C/5 then C/2

82.9 5 after 50 cycles [62]

Al2O3/Si/
graphene

Li1.2Ni0.2Mn0.6O2 1 M LiPF6 C/5 65% after 100 cycles [115]

gSi/C LCO 1 M LiPF6 C/10 then
C/2

73.3% after 50 cycles [63]

Si/C spheres LCO 1 M LiPF6 C/2 62.5 after 100 cycles [64]
Si/FLG/C NMC111 1 M LiPF6 + 10 V% FEC C/20 then

C/2
82% after 20 cycles [34]

Si/Graphene LiMn2O4 1 M LiPF6 0.4 mA 71% after 30 cycles [116]
Si/G/C NMC111 1 M LiPF6 + 5 wt% FEC 1st at C/20,

then C/2
91% after 300 cycles This work

pre-lithiation was carried out through the direct con-
tact of Li foil and Si/G/C electrode in the presence of
the electrolyte [109, 111]. Pressure was applied using
two pieces of glasses and clips for 12 h. The elec-
trode was then washed with DMC and used directly
to assemble the full cell with NMC111. The cyclic per-
formance of the pre-lithiated cell is compared with
the non-pre-lithiated cell, see figure 7(b), showing a
much better initial Coulombic efficiency of ∼80%
and capacity retention of 91% after 50 cycles at C/2.

The pre-lithiated cell was also tested at higher cur-
rent densities up to 5 C and the result is presen-
ted in figure S9. The full cell can still deliver an
areal capacity of>1.3 and 0.8 mAh cm−2 at high
currents of 1 C and 2 C, respectively. The capacity
decreases significantly at 5 C. However, by decreasing
the current density to C/2, the areal capacity has been
recovered.

The first cycle charge/discharge profile of the
pre-lithiated cell is presented in figure 7(c) and
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compared with the cell without pre-lithiation. It is
interesting to note that the working voltage of the
pre-lithiated cell is ∼3.7 V versus ∼3.4 V for the
other cell. The gravimetric energy density of the two
cells were calculated by integrating the area under the
first discharge curve considering the total mass of the
anode and cathode active materials. The energy dens-
ity is calculated as ∼325 Wh kg−1 for the Si/G/C-
NMC111 cell and∼395Whkg−1 for the same cell with
pre-lithiation. To demonstrate how the developed Si-
based electrode can be compared to a conventional
graphite anode, electrodes with similar areal capacit-
ies made of Si/G/C and graphite have been compared
and reported in figure S8. In the case of the Si/G/C
electrode, the mass loading of the film was measured
as 4.3 mg cm−2, while this value is 7.5 mg cm−2 for
the graphite electrode. This comparison shows that
with similar areas of the electrodes,∼43% less mater-
ial is required for Si/G/C anode to reach the same areal
capacity of the graphite-based one. This result can
be translated to a higher gravimetric energy density
(Wh kg−1) of the cell based on Si/G/C anode com-
pared to the graphite one.

The long cycle test of the pre-lithiated cell is
demonstrated in figure 8(a), showing a capacity
retention of 91% after 300 cycles at C/2. Figure 8(b)
shows the photograph of the working cell able to
power a light emitting diode (LED).

Table 1 summarizes the electrochemical perform-
ances of different Si-based full cells reported in liter-
ature and compared with the one developed in this
work. It should be noted that the cyclic stability of the
full cell developed in this work is among the highest
values reported so far, further confirming the high
potential of the material in real applications.

4. Conclusion

New scalable strategy has been proposed to pre-
pare Si-graphene composites (Si/G), which can be
exploited as anode in high energy density Li-ion bat-
teries. WJM process has been used to simultaneously
exfoliate graphite flakes into FLG flakes and encap-
sulate Si NPs in between these flakes. An amorph-
ous carbon coating was designed in order to further
improve the mechanical integrity of the nanostruc-
ture, improving the electrical contacts of Si nano-
particle with the FLG matrix. The Si/G/C electrodes
have been tested both in half-cell and full-cell config-
uration delivering an excellent electrochemical per-
formances. The following points are highlighted from
this work:

(a) ScalableWJM process was used to produce Si/G
nanocomposite through a simultaneous exfo-
liation of graphite flakes and encapsulation of
Si NPs in between the FLG flakes. The uniform
dispersion and encapsulation of Si NPs is eas-
ily achievable through the WJM process. The

process was followed by mixing Si/G and gluc-
ose as a second carbon source and a heat treat-
ment process under controlled atmosphere, cre-
ating a thin amorphous carbon coating on the
surface of the Si NPs. The porous structure of
the nanocomposite provides active sites for elec-
trochemical reactions, while it can buffer the
volume expansion of the Si NPs upon lithi-
ation, preventing re-agglomeration of particles.
Besides, the thin carbon layer (<10 nm) acts
as a glue to keep the particles attached to the
conductive FLG matrix, improving the electron
transfer processes andmaintaining the integrity
of the nanostructure.

(b) The Si/G/C electrode has shown a capa-
city of ∼1770 mAh g−1 after 200 cycles at
0.2 A g−1 corresponding to a capacity reten-
tion of 80%. The electrode can still deliver a
capacity >875 mAh g−1 at a high current dens-
ity of 6 A g−1. Overall the Si/G/C electrode
has shown better performance compared to
the pristine Si and Si/G electrodes tested in the
same conditions. This observation is attributed
to the unique nanostructure of the electrode
described above.

(c) The Si/G/C electrode was tested in a full-cell
configuration matched with a NMC111 cath-
ode. The full-cell, with a pre-lithiated anode,
has shown a remarkable initial Coulombic
efficiency of ∼80% and a superior capacity
retention of 91% after 300 cycles at C/2. The
energy density of the full-cell was calculated as
∼395 Wh kg−1.

(d) The electrochemical performance of the Si-
based anodes reported in this study, coupled
with the scalable synthesis method, shows
remarkable potential to design high energy
density Li-ion batteries that can compete
with the commercial ones based on graphite
anodes.
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